
Extend your sewing possibilities by finishing garments like the professionals with the

built-in top cover stitch function. Setting up and changing threads is easy as 1,2,3 

with the 3 position built-in needle threader. From knitwear to lingerie, dance wear to 

swim wear, the elna eXtend covermax provides the finishing touches to take your 

sewing from homemade to runway fabulous!

REDUCED VIBRATION AND IMPROVED TORQUE 
The integrated main axle ball bearing provides improved sewing stability to power through 
multiple layers of fabric. Smooth, stable and reliable performance is just the beginning.

ENDLESS STITCHING POSSIBILITIES
Utilitarian or decorative, you choose. From double to triple needle cover stitches, chain 
stitching or the easy to use top cover stitch function: finishing with style is your only option. 

TOP COVER STITCH FUNCTION WITH BUILT-IN SPREADER
Create beautiful finishes every time with the built-in spreader that drops into place to 
create a double (3 mm) or triple needle (6 mm) top cover stitch, and all in one-step.

covermax
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3 POSITIONS NEEDLE THREADER
Setting up and changing threads  
is easy as 1,2,3 - Sew!

RETRACTABLE FRONT LAMP
Clearly see your project with the two 
built-in LED lights

covermax

STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Accessory case, clear view foot, tension release clip,  
5 threaded starter cones, 5 spool holders (Large), 5 spool 
caps and nets, screw driver (large and small), lint brush, 
needle set, tweezers, needle threader, instruction book, 
foot controller, soft cover
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

Classification (Coverhem machine)

Free arm / Flat bed convertible

Work space (mm) - W143 x H100

Metal frame construction

Machine size (mm) - W412 x H335 x D245

Machine weight - 8.5 kg

3 Needles / 5 Spool pins

Built-in 3 positions needle threader

Top cover stitch function with built-in spreader

Thread tension (Manual)

Thread tension release device

Foot pressure adjustment

Easy change presser foot (Clip-on)

Thread guide plate

Face plate thread cutter

Color-coded threading guides

Quick reference chart

Face plate (Fixed)

Main shaft ball bearing

Bright LED Lighting (2)

Retractable front lamp

Telescopic thread antenna

Carrying handle

Stitches - Double-sided: Triple Top cover stitch (3 needles, 5 threads),  
Top cover stitch wide and narrow (2 needles, 4 threads)

Stitches - Single-sided: Triple Cover stitch (3 needles, 4 threads),  
Cover stitch wide and narrow (2 needles, 3 threads),  
Chain stitch (1 needle, 2 threads)

Stitch width (3 needle) - 6 mm (3 mm + 3 mm)

Stitch width (2 needle) - 6 mm (standard) and 3 mm (narrow)

Adjustable stitch length - 1 to 4 mm

Adjustable differential feed ratio - 0.5 to 2.25

Maximum sewing speed - 1000 SPM

Fine Mode switching system

Tension Level Control (TLC)

3 NEEDLES - 5 THREADS
Double or single sided professional 

hems and seam finishing

FINE STITCHING MODE
   Softens needle tension without adjusting 

looper tension


